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th
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th
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Producer:  Ben Robinson 

Reporter:  Claire Bolderson 

Editor:  Carl Johnston 

 

MUSIC 

 

BOLDERSON: More than three and a half million tonnes of sewage 

waste is spread on UK fields every year.  It’s a valuable fertiliser for food crops and it’s a 

growing industry, but how safe and how well managed is it?  

 

NAPIERSKI: It was just everywhere.  There was flies everywhere.  

We had to shut the windows, and it was just really horrible. 

 

BOLDERSON: File on 4 has obtained a government agency report 

which raises serious concerns over contaminants in sewage sludge that could potentially pose 

a risk to human health. 

 

BOXALL: Sewage sludge contains microplastics, it will contain 

persistent organic pollutants, it will contain metals, it will contain pharmaceuticals, and we 

have no idea of how those work in combination to affect our health and also affect the 

ecosystem health. 
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BOLDERSON: The report says the biggest risk comes from plastic and 

microplastic contamination which could ultimately leave soil unsuitable for agriculture.  And 

it uncovers numerous flaws in the regulation of an increasingly complex business. 

 

CREAGH: Going out on site, working in regulation and 

enforcement always is the stuff that gets put on the back burner because there simply aren’t 

the numbers of people there to do the job properly. 

 

ACTUALITY – ARRIVING AT PENNY’S, KNOCK ON DOOR 

  

BOLDERSON: Hiya! 

 

NAPIERSKI: Hi! 

 

BOLDERSON: Hi Penny, I’m Claire, nice to meet you. 

 

NAPIERSKI: And you - lovely to meet you.  

 

ACTUALITY OF DOGS BARKING 

 

BOLDERSON: And who are these? 

 

NAPIERSKI: Oh, they’re our babies. 

 

BOLDERSON: Three little pugs! 

 

NAPIERSKI: Yeah.  That’s Lily and Bella.  Tulisa won’t get up. 

 

BOLDERSON: 59 year old Penny Napierski welcomes me into the 

house she shares with her husband Paul and their three dogs in Elstronwick, in East 

Yorkshire.  

 

NAPIERSKI: I love them all.  I love all animals but these are our 

babies.  Are you pretty?  You are.  They watch television, they watch Coronation Street, 
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NAPIERSKI cont: Emmerdale, Paul O’Grady For The Love of Dogs - 

absolutely love that - and all the adverts, anything with dogs in, they love it. 

 

BOLDERSON: Look at them, they’re looking at us. 

 

NAPIERSKI: Are you looking at your mummy?  

 

BOLDERSON: There’s a pony in the paddock outside and the walls 

are lined with photos of Penny on horseback.  She used to run a riding school, but now cares 

full time for Paul, who’s in very poor health.  Penny’s lived in this tiny village for nearly 30 

years and she loves it here, surrounded by farming country.  Or at least she did love it - until 

one day in early summer, two and a half years ago, when twelve hundred tonnes of sewage 

sludge was delivered to a field across the road. 

 

ACTUALITY OF WAGON 

 

NAPIERSKI: Well, we were at home and we saw, we heard a lot of 

wagons turning up and there was many of them, and this was back in May 2017.  And they 

dumped it in the field just across the road from here, and the stench was horrendous.  We 

didn’t know what it was.  We went and asked them what it was and they said, ‘Oh, it’s fine, 

it’s been treated.’  There was many, many lorry loads, just relentless, and it smelled all 

through summer right until harvest.  We had flies in the house, just the smell, we couldn’t 

open the windows, we couldn’t have barbecues, we couldn’t have anyone round.  I’ve got 

grandchildren, I didn’t want them to come and smell it.  We tried to get out and about, away 

from it as best we could, and yeah, it was horrendous.   

 

BOLDERSON: Sewage sludge is really good fertiliser.  It contains 

nitrates, phosphates and other organic materials that crops need to grow.  Around 170,000 

lorry loads of sludge are delivered to fields in the UK every year.  Once the pile stored on the 

field near Penny’s home was spread, the smell went away.  But that wasn’t the end of it.  

 

ACTUALITY OF WAGON 
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BOLDERSON: Last year the sludge trucks returned to Elstronwick - 

and this time, Penny tried to stop them dumping their loads.  

 

NAPIERSKI: So I obviously kicked up another fuss.  Stood in the 

way, nearly got arrested twice because, you know, I didn't want to come again.  Nobody 

would listen to me and in the end I had to walk away.  I rang the council, they couldn’t do 

anything.  They just said, ‘Oh, well do an odour diary,’ so I had ... 

 

BOLDERSON: An odour diary? 

 

NAPIERSKI: An odour diary, yeah.  I recorded everything that 

happened for 14 days, and they’re all the dates - even the weather, how I felt - I mean, you’ll 

get upset when you read that because …. 

 

BOLDERSON: Just tell me some of what you wrote here.  Would you 

read … 

 

NAPIERSKI: Just hang on a minute … [crying] 

 

BOLDERSON: Oh, sorry.  No, didn’t mean to upset you. 

 

NAPIERSKI: [Crying] 

 

BOLDERSON: Do you want to come back to that? 

 

NAPIERSKI: Just give me a sec.  I just remember how it was, it was 

horrible.  We had to write down on a scale of one to four how bad the smell was, and we did.  

It was just everywhere.  There was flies everywhere, we had to shut the windows.  My 

husband’s been ill – he still is ill, he’s prone to infection, he’s on kidney dialysis – and it was 

just really horrible … 

 

BOLDERSON: You had to write down one to four, and I’m looking at 

that, it says four, four, four, four, four, so that’s every day, it was really bad. 
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NAPIERSKI: Yeah. 

 

BOLDERSON: ‘Could not have my grandchildren here in the school 

holidays.’ 

 

NAPIERSKI: We’d just got us a little kids’ pool and we couldn’t 

have the kids here.    

 

BOLDERSON: That was just the start of a long campaign by Penny. 

We’ll hear what happened when she took on the Environment Agency and the local water 

company a little later.  But first I want to know more about what sewage sludge is.  I suspect, 

like me, most people never give much thought to what happens to waste after they flush the 

loo or wash dirty water down the drain.  It hadn’t really occurred to me that a small 

proportion of what goes into our sewers ends up on agricultural fields.  

 

ACTUALITY OF RUSHING WATER AT MINWORTH 

 

STACK: Minworth Sewage Treatment Works is one of the 

biggest waste water treatment sites in the country. It serves the whole of Birmingham and the 

surrounding towns and villages.  

 

BOLDERSON: Minworth is run by Severn Trent Water and I’m being 

taken on a tour of the vast plant just outside Sutton Coldfield in the West Midlands by Joe 

Stack.  He’s the logistics manager in charge of Biosolids - which is the water industry’s 

respectable name for sewage sludge.  

Okay, so we’re climbing up some metal steps, I’m just going to follow Joe up here, and we’re 

going to look at where material first comes into this huge plant.  And I can hear the water 

now running underneath our feet at quite a rate, Joe.  The water’s flowing in at quite a rate 

here. 

 

STACK: This is the biggest flow we deal with on any of our 

works.  Yeah, it’s quite dramatic, you know, we’re looking at almost a canal, I suppose, of 

waste water that’s coming down the sewer from Birmingham. 
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BOLDERSON: The water rushes towards big revolving screens that act 

as filters.  As we stand on a walkway overlooking the flow, Joe starts reeling off what we can 

see in the waste churning beneath our feet. 

 

STACK: There’ll be things like baby wipes that have come 

down the sewer that haven’t degraded as they’ve come down.  There’ll be non-digested food 

materials, there’s quite a lot of sweetcorn that finds its way out at this part of the process, and 

road grits, face wipes, that kind of thing tends to make up the majority.  Bits of plastic that 

have found their way through the process as well. 

 

BOLDERSON: Anything that does make it through the filter flows on 

into the big round concrete ponds where, under gentle stirring, the solid stuff - the sludge - 

settles to the bottom.  The water pours out and onwards, to be cleaned up before flowing back 

into rivers and streams.  But what about that sludge, the stuff that’s left behind?  On the other 

side of the plant, past the small gaggles of geese gathered on the grass verges, are gleaming 

pipes and cylinders that look a bit like big household boilers.  They steam the sewage sludge 

to open up its cells and then it’s all fed into anaerobic digesters.  

 

STACK: Anaerobic digestion is basically like a human stomach.  

We put the sludge in there, get the tanks up to about 37 degrees, which is like, you know, a 

human stomach or an animal stomach.  Similarly to a stomach, we’ll add bacteria in there like 

we have in our gut, and then like we do, it will break down that product and create gas and 

the by-product of cake. 

 

BOLDERSON: The process is designed to re-cycle as much waste as 

possible.  The methane gas gets fed into the National Grid.  The cake, as Joe calls it - large 

dark grey-black crumbs - drops off long chutes into a vast open-air storage area.  

 

STACK: So we’ll test it regularly for its metals content, we’ll 

test it regularly also for its bacterial content, and then it’ll be delivered directly to a farmer’s 

field for storage on the field, to spread under the next crop. 

 

MUSIC 
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ACTUALITY – CAR GOING THROUGH PUDDLES 

  

BOLDERSON: On the family farm near Rugby in Warwickshire, Bert 

Cox manoeuvres his mud-splattered pick-up truck through deep puddles as he shows me 

around the water-logged fields. 

 

COX: Middle of January, we haven’t got a single viable crop 

in the ground at the moment and we’ve still got potatoes left from last season, which is 

something we’ve never had to contend with before. 

 

BOLDERSON: Bert’s family also grow cereals - mostly wheat and 

rapeseed - and they fertilise those crops with sewage sludge from the waste water treatment 

plant I’ve just visited.  

 

ACTUALITY OF CAR DOOR CLOSING, THEN SQUELCHING FOOTSTEPS 

 

BOLDERSON: As light fades on a cold winter afternoon, we walk to a 

spot overlooking gently rolling green hills where a heap of sludge sits in a dip in the distance. 

Farmers aren’t allowed to spread the sludge while the land’s this wet or if heavy rain is 

forecast, because it could all just run off into local streams. 

 

COX: We’re trying to use biosolids as much as possible 

really.  It’s a good source of nutrients, it reduces our reliance on bag fertiliser. 

 

BOLDERSON: And when you consider your crops, using it for the last 

five years, can you tell any difference in what’s actually produced at the end since you’ve 

been spreading biosolids? 

 

COX: I would say fairly consistently we’ve seen yields.  

Certainly the first couple years rose through using it and carrying on with the use of it has 

helped us to maintain a higher yield than what we have been seeing in the past. 
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BOLDERSON: Do you have any concerns about what else might be in 

the sludge that may not have been taken up, may not even be seen or known about, but might 

be there because of where it’s come from, because it’s come from people, basically, and it’s 

come from, it’s come from waste from all sorts of places. 

 

COX: You know, you can’t detract from the fact that it is, at 

the end of the day, poo, but it’s as clean as you can get it, and there has been a bit of concern 

in the past about sort of heavy metals, but that was mainly from, well, from industry as much 

as actual from the sewage works.  And then we do, so all the fields are tested before the 

sludge is applied, and the tests do also cover heavy metals.  

 

ACTUALITY OF METAL DOOR OPENING 

 

BOLDERSON: Before I leave, Bert Cox opens the metal shutters of 

one of his barns to show me wheat ready to be sent off and made into breakfast cereal.  He’s 

right about the sludge having been tested - it has been: but under regulations drawn up thirty 

years ago.  They require treatment plants to check sludge for a long list of metals, mostly 

associated with heavy industry at that time.   

 

MUSIC  

 

BOLDERSON: But the contaminants in sewage waste today are a lot 

more complex than they were in 1989.  That’s just one of the conclusions of the report File 

on 4 has seen, which raises many questions about the management, regulation and long term 

impact of sludge spreading.  It’s called The Materials to Land Report and it was produced by 

consultants for the Environment Agency as part of a £4.2 million investigation into waste 

management and recycling.  The report concludes that ‘the number of potential contaminants 

in wastes and soils which may pose a risk to human health and the wider environment’ has 

grown.  And it highlights plastics and microplastics which, it says, give particular cause for 

concern, especially if they’re applied repeatedly to fields.  The document is dated November 

2017, but was never made public.  The investigative journalism unit at Greenpeace Unearthed 

obtained it through a Freedom of Information request and shared it with File on 4. We 

showed it to Mary Creagh, former Chair of Parliament’s Environmental Audit Committee. 
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CREAGH: This report was not brought to our attention.  We’ve 

had a recent inquiry into toxic chemicals, where we were trying to work out whether, you 

know, heavy metals, soil contaminants, land contaminants were routinely entering land, sea 

and air.  This report would have been very, very useful to the committee.  We’re very good at 

talking about leaks, we’re very good at talking about bills.  Nobody really likes to look at the 

back end of things and get their hands dirty in the muck and where the muck goes, but this is 

certainly something that, as we become more aware of the toxins and pollutants that we’re 

putting in the land, and the way that the biological processes in plants can take them up, I 

think we're going to have to get a lot better at. 

 

BOLDERSON: Sampling for the report focused on a method known as 

lime treatment of sludge, not on anaerobic digestion of the kind we saw at Minworth.  But 

drawing on a number of different studies, the report’s authors concluded that the nature and 

composition of waste streams are changing.  So what exactly is in our sewage waste? 

Professor Alistair Boxall is an Environmental Scientist at the University of York. 

 

BOXALL: In reality, sewage sludge contains a real mixture of 

things - it will contain microplastics, it will contain persistent organic pollutants, it will 

contain metals, it will contain pharmaceuticals, and we have no idea of how those work in 

combination to  affect our health and also affect the ecosystem health.  

 

BOLDERSON: We’re all responsible for a lot of those things.  The 

pharmaceuticals are in our own waste.  There are plastics and other fibres in our clothes. 

Waterproof jackets and non-stick saucepans are coated with chemicals, and when you wash 

them, residue gets into the waste water, along with contaminants from cleaning products and 

cosmetics.  

 

BOXALL: And then the other stuff that’s going down the sewage 

network is run-off from roads, so chemicals produced from our cars, that are coming out of 

exhaust pipes and from brakes, rubber particles. Some of those will also enter the sewage 

system.  And in the sewage works, because of the way these chemicals behave, they will stick 

to the sludge in a sewage works and it’s that sludge then that we apply to land as a fertiliser.  
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BOLDERSON: How much enters and, importantly, how much sticks to 

the sludge and goes on to be spread on land will depend in part on the type of treatment the 

sewage goes through at the water plant.  But neither producers or farmers will know exactly 

what’s there because regulations do not require testing for the kind of chemical pollutants 

Professor Boxall has described. 

  

MUSIC  

 

ACTUALITY IN CAR 

 

RADFORD: I tend to sample fields which have grown either oilseed 

rape, wheat or barley, but there are some that grow maize or peas - various different crops 

that are growing in the area.  

 

BOLDERSON: Freya Radford is a PhD student at Southampton 

University, researching microplastics in soil.  She’s taking me to one of the thirty fields in 

Hampshire where she collects samples.  Some of the fields have had sewage sludge spread on 

them - some multiple times - while others are completely sludge free.  

And here we are, at your field. 

 

ACTUALITY GETTING OUT OF CAR 

 

BOLDERSON: I follow Freya as she hops over a gate and into the 

gently sloping field.  In one hand she has a metal pole with a sort of scoop on the end, in the 

other, a big metal bucket.  Microplastics are generally categorised as plastics smaller than 

5mm.  Freya’s trying to find how much contamination there is in her fields and, most 

importantly, whether it’s come from sludge.  

 

RADFORD: There’s a lot of potential sources that we suspect are 

actually influencing the amount of plastic in the soil.  The one that we’re particularly 

interested in is the sludge, because you get a lot of the plastic retained from the waste water 

treatment process in the sludge and that is then potentially being added onto our field.  So it 

might be things like fibres from our washing machines which are ending up on our fields 

through the sewage sludge application. 
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ACTUALITY OF FREYA TAKING SAMPLE 

  

RADFORD: So I’m taking soil cores by pushing the sampler into 

the ground.  It goes to 10cm depth so I’m sampling the plastic to 10cm, and I get multiple 

cores and at some point I will combine them altogether ….  

 

BOLDERSON: Freya drops the samples in her bucket and moves on. 

But why does it matter if there are microplastics in the soil?  

 

RADFORD: That’s something else that we need a lot more work on. 

The things that we’ve found out so far is that at certain concentrations it might have an effect 

on soil invertebrates, so species like earthworms have been shown to have lower reproductive 

success after exposure to certain levels of microplastics.  The thing we don’t know at the 

moment is whether that level relates to what’s actually in the fields, so we need to be able to 

work out how much is here and what type of plastic we’ve got here so that we know what the 

effects might be for those organisms. 

 

BOLDERSON: It’s interesting thinking, I mean, we’re standing in this 

gorgeous, huge, open wide field in the middle of the countryside, it’s really lovely, but you’re 

telling me that underneath my feet in this mud there are microplastics.  I think most of us 

don’t really think about that, do we?  

  

RADFORD: It’s the smaller stuff that we’re actually concerned 

with, because it has the potential for more impact to a wider range of organisms.  

  

BOLDERSON: It’s just that we can’t see it and we don’t know it’s 

there most of the time. 

  

RADORD: Yeah, exactly.  It’s the same with a lot of contaminants 

that are in the environment, you can’t see them, so the stuff that’s dissolved in water or 

dissolved in the soil, it’s not actually visible, but it is a big problem, yeah.  

  

CLIP OF DAVID ATTENBOROUGH 
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ATTENBOROUGH: Since its invention some hundred years ago, plastic has 

become an integral part of our daily lives, but every year some 8 million tonnes of it ends up 

in the ocean, and there it can be lethal. 

 

BOLDERSON: We’ve all been made aware of the problem of plastics 

in the oceans and the impact on marine life.  There are lots of campaigns aimed at stopping 

further pollution.  But there’s been far less focus on plastics in soils, and the Environment 

Agency report we’ve obtained suggests that needs more attention.  

 

ACTUALITY IN OFFICE 

 

BOLDERSON: I’ve got the report here in front of me.  It’s a very 

weighty document – more than 140 pages of it – and a bit that really stood out for me, here 

on page 15, is the following: ‘The most significant issue,’ it says, ‘was the potential build-up 

of physical contaminants in receiving soils, which was recognised as potentially resulting in 

soils becoming unsuitable for agriculture.’   

Fields have to be tested before sludge is applied to make sure the soil actually needs the 

nutrients, and they must be tested, at a minimum, every 20 years for a build-up of those 

metals listed in the regulations, but not for a build-up of the chemicals and plastics that are 

showing up in today’s sewage waste.  And it’s that potential for accumulation that troubles 

Professor Alistair Boxall.  

 

BOXALL: In terms of the types of concentrations we see for many 

of these substances in sewage sludge, it’s in the nanogram per kilogram or microgram per 

kilogram range.  But you need to remember that these substances are going into the 

environment continuously.  We will probably be exposed to residues of these substances 

throughout our lifetime and we don’t really know what the effect of that exposure is on our 

health.  

 

BOLDERSON: We’ve spoken to other scientists worried about that 

same thing - the accumulation of chemicals and plastics in soil over time.  But Dr Paul Gibbs, 

a consultant on soils and waste who’s worked in the biosolids industry for many years, is 

sceptical about the findings of the Materials to Land Report. 
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GIBBS: I mean, I’ve been in biosolids in some guise or other 

since the early 1990s.  I appreciate that some of the regulations in the UK are perhaps a little 

old, dating back to the late 1980s.  But a lot of work has been done since the UK regulations 

came into force, and none of the reports that I’m aware of has raised any concerns at the 

levels that are in biosolids cause potential risks to the environment or human and animal 

health as a result of spreading biosolids to land.  It’s a watching brief on concentrations 

present in the past solids.  As a society we can’t go, well, my personal opinion, as a society 

we can’t go around saying, you know, this is going to cause potential harm in 30 years’ time, 

we shouldn’t do it when the science of today says it is safe.  

 

BOLDERSON: Safe right now perhaps, as far as they know.  But as the 

Environment Agency report we’re looking at says in its recommendations, there should be 

further investigation of the levels, longevity and behaviour of the full range of all pollutants 

in waste.  

 

MUSIC   

 

BOLDERSON: There’s one farmer in the United States who must wish 

there’d been much more caution about chemicals in waste when he began spreading sludge 

more than thirty years ago.  

 

EXTRACT FROM REPORT ABOUT FRED STONE 

 

FEMALE PRESENTER: Dairy farming runs in Fred Stone’s blood.  Stone and 

his wife Laura took over the small dairy farm from his father in the mid 70s. 

 

STONE: This is the only thing that we’ve ever done, it was 

everything we ever wanted.  My wife and I actually met showing cows together. 

 

FEMALE PRESENTER: Then Stone was notified that high levels of PFAS were 

discovered in a well on his farm. 
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BOLDERSON: The collection of chemicals known as PFAS are used 

in some fire-fighting foams, stain repellents, waterproof clothing and packaging.  They’ve 

been linked to cancer and liver damage and are so long-lasting in the environment, they’re 

often referred to as forever chemicals.  

 

MALE PRESENTER: Now Fred Stone and his wife have levels of the 

contaminants in their blood, twenty times the national average. 

 

BOLDERSON: The chemicals are thought to have originated in the 

sludge spread on Mr Stone’s land from the mid-1980s until 2004.   

 

STONE: According to our permits and stuff, always assured us 

that the material was safe to use, so we were actually doing our civic by helping the town … 

 

BOLDERSON: The US has different rules to ours on the treatment and 

the spreading of sludge, but could something similar happen here?  Professor Alistair Boxall 

again.  

 

BOXALL: Potentially, yes.  We’re using perfluorinated chemicals 

in the UK, so we use them in our frying pans, we use them in our clothing, so they’re used in 

lots of different products, so they will be being emitted into the waste water system in the 

UK.  I’m not convinced levels will be quite as high as in that case in the US; I think that was 

quite an extreme case. 

 

ACTUALITY IN CAR 

 

NAPIERSKI: There’s a real bad turn in the road, so just follow the 

road round, follow the arrows, that’s it. 

 

BOLDERSON: Closer to home, in Elstronwick in East Yorkshire, 

Penny Napierski wants to give me an idea of what the sewage sludge smelled like when it 

was stored near her house, so she’s taking me to see a stockpile on the outskirts of another 

village nearby.   

So your daughter lives at this village that we’re headed towards? 
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NAPIERSKI: Yes, she lives in …. 

 

BOLDERSON: It hasn’t been spread yet because the ground’s just too 

wet, and as we approach I can see it - a dark mass heaped up on the edge of the field.  

 

NAPIERSKI: Can you see where the entrance is? 

 

BOLDERSON: Just here on the left, yeah? 

 

NAPIERSKI: I mean, just pull in here. 

 

BOLDERSON: You pull in here because, yeah, we don’t want to get 

stuck. 

 

NAPIERSKI: Right, as long as you’ve got two wheels on the road, 

it’ll be all right. 

 

BOLDERSON: We don’t stay long - it’s pouring with rain, the wind’s 

whistling down the lane and the smell as we get closer to the pile is overpowering.  

Little bit of a pong coming off the field. 

 

NAPIERSKI: You’ve no idea how bad it was. 

 

BOLDERSON: I suspect, like most of us, Penny had never given much 

thought to sludge in the past.  But having it land almost on her doorstep has made her want to 

learn more.  Last summer she took samples from the stockpile near her house and sent them 

off to a lab to be tested.  Back at her kitchen table, she rummages through her files of 

paperwork to show me the results.    

 

NAPIERSKI: And it came back as having various pathogens in it, 

which are frightening.  There was Enterococcus, E-coli, faecal streptococcus, clostridium 

perfringens and salmonella, which is a common cause of gastroenteritis. 
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BOLDERSON: That sounds alarming.  And there are guidelines for 

sludge producers when it comes to viruses, bacteria and other pathogens in the waste.  But the 

guidelines are part of a voluntary code devised largely to help the water industry reassure the 

food industry and food retailers that sludge is safe.  They set out two tiers of sludge 

treatment.  Conventional, in which 99% of pathogens must be destroyed, and Enhanced, 

which kills virtually all bugs.  We asked Yorkshire Water, the company which produced the 

stockpile that Penny tested, to comment on her findings.  It might sound hard to believe, but 

they told us that because the sludge in question came from a conventional treatment site, the 

presence of salmonella was acceptable and that it caused no risk to the public.  They also said 

that E-coli in the sample Penny took had levels well below those that are allowed.  And the 

water company said they had written to Penny apologising for the smell of the sludge pile and 

had confirmed to her that it was safe. 

 

ACTUALITY IN SUPERMARKET 

 

BOLDERSON: Looking at the fresh veg in a supermarket like this one, 

you can’t actually tell what’s been grown in sewage sludge - unless it’s certified organic. 

Organic produce must be completely sludge-free.  But those voluntary codes I mentioned say 

there has to be at least ten months between the spreading of sludge that’s had enhanced 

treatment, and the harvesting of any soft fruit or vegetables that might be eaten raw.  If the 

sludge is conventionally treated, then the gap between spreading and harvest is much longer.   

None of Waitrose’s own label products are grown on land treated with sludge, and Marks and 

Spencer don’t sell fresh produce grown on land where sludge has been used.  But most major 

supermarkets do accept food grown in this way, so long as producers adhere to the codes 

which are laid out in something called the Biosolids Assurance Scheme.  Dr Paul Gibbs 

again.  

 

GIBBS: Fundamentally it brings together the Sludge to Land 

Regulations that were written back in the late 1980s, a number of codes of practice that have 

come in since, it brings them altogether in sort of a one document point that can then be used 

as a basis for certification of the water utilities.  If you comply with the Biosolids Assurance 

Scheme, you can get an independently assessed certificate to say you’re following all the 

rules and regulations correctly. 
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BOLDERSON: And who polices that compliance? 

 

GIBBS: It’s policed – now there’s a good question – it is 

policed by the Biosolids Assurance Company, I think they are, they are a limited company 

which fundamentally has been formed by the water utility UK water utilities. 

 

BOLDERSON: So that’s the water utilities regulating themselves? 

 

GIBBS: They are regulating themselves, but the auditing is 

done by an external auditor. 

 

BOLDERSON: We asked Water UK, which represents all the water 

utilities, for an interview. They declined, but in a statement they said, ‘Robust research shows 

conclusively that sludge recycling allows nutrients and organic matter to be returned to the 

land in a way that is safe, sustainable, good for farmers and good for the environment.’  We 

got no reply to our request for an interview with the Biosolids Assurance Scheme.  So to 

recap: there’s an assurance scheme which brings together regulations and codes and is 

designed to promote best practice, but it’s essentially regulated by the industry that produces 

the sludge.  It has no statutory powers to stop poor practice.  The laws on sludge apply 

throughout the UK.  In England, the power to enforce them lies with the Environment 

Agency.  But are they up to the job?  Back in Elstronwick, Penny Napierski complained to 

the EA last summer about the sludge smell.  Their reply leaves her with some doubts.  

 

NAPIERSKI: I started to look through it carefully and the site 

address at the top is actually Danthorpe Hall, totally different postcode, and the reference 

number is that of Danthorpe Hall.  Now Danthorpe Hall is approximately just over a 

kilometre down the road, it’s not the same address as this one. 

   

BOLDERSON: Penny’s showing me the Environment Agency’s report 

on their investigation into her complaint.  It says the sludge was placed too close to the 

nearest residential property and the odour was strong and offensive.  But every sludge 

stockpile has to be registered with the EA, with a very specific grid reference indicating the 

exact field on which it’s going to be stored.  In their letter, the Environment Agency has 
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BOLDERSON cont:  identified the wrong field - twice.  It was only when 

Penny challenged them about the discrepancy that they acknowledged their mistake.  

 

NAPIERSKI: I shouldn’t be, as Joe Public, having to do their work 

for them.  I’ve actually found all this out and they should have found this out a long time ago 

when they did the report.   

 

BOLDERSON: A relatively small error perhaps, but could it be an 

indication of wider problems keeping track of where and how sewage sludge is being spread? 

Well, the Environment Agency report that we’ve been looking at for this programme suggests 

that too is a problem.  Here are just a couple of examples of what the report’s authors found 

when they looked at sludge paper trail.  Here’s one: ‘wastes spread to different fields than 

listed in the deployment,’ it says here.  And then later on, ‘The site’s operators of four of the 

sites were able to share soil analysis results, but in no case was it possible to match the results 

to the fields on which the sludge sampled was destined to be spread.’  And the report 

concludes that budget cuts and time pressures are making it harder for Environment Agency 

staff - who should be checking up on all of this - to do their jobs.  

That’s pretty much what File on 4 has been hearing from an Environment Agency 

whistleblower.  Whenever sludge is going to be sent out to fields, the water company or 

contractor responsible has to file detailed documents with the Agency.  The whistleblower 

told us only a handful are ever inspected and that there aren’t enough competent staff to 

assess documents and do follow up inspections.  We’ve heard the same from several sources 

who have regular dealings with the EA, and recent chair of Parliament’s Environmental Audit 

Committee, Mary Creagh, believes Environment Agency staff with the right expertise are 

stretched too thinly. 

 

CREAGH: What we know is that the staff there are 

multidisciplinary; these are people who, for example, are dealing with flooding whenever the 

flood season happens.  They’re people who are dealing with droughts in the summer and 

trying to stop fish and other wildlife dying when there is a drought or a spillage incident.  So 

these are generalist staff, and what we found is that they are very much driven in a reactive 

way, and that some of that proactive work - that going out on site, working in regulation and 

enforcement - always is the stuff that gets put on the back burner, because there simply aren’t 

the numbers of people there they need to do the job properly. 
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BOLDERSON: And does that come out for you in this report that they 

commissioned? 

 

CREAGH: What we can see is that there is a level of expertise that 

is needed to deal with the changing level of what is present in our biosolids. 

 

ACTUALITY AT CONFERENCE CENTRE 

 

BOLDERSON: Throughout our research for this programme, we’ve 

been asking the Environment Agency for an interview in which to discuss some of the 

concerns raised in the report we’re looking at.  We’ve been told repeatedly that nobody is 

available.  We’ve also been told that the agency is working on a new sludge strategy and is 

not in a position to be able to discuss it until it has been published.  Well, some indication of 

what’s in that strategy should become clearer here at the National Conference Centre not far 

from Birmingham Airport.  Because inside this big red brick building behind me, a 

conference called Waste Water 2020 is underway.  Its website promises delegates they’ll 

learn about game-changing waste water technologies, they’ll gain insight into how to manage 

unflushables and they’ll hear what the Environment Agency thinks a sludge strategy should 

look like.  The conference isn’t open to the media and tickets cost between £550 and £650, so 

I’m not going in.  We did ask if we could speak to the official presenting the sludge strategy 

when he’d finished, but were told only departmental heads and ministers can talk - and again, 

nobody is available.  

We have learned, though, that the sludge strategy is a starting point, the beginning of a 

process that might eventually lead to the tightening up of some regulations.  And the 

Environment Agency told us that the Materials to Land Report has provided ‘valuable 

information’ as they review their plans.  They also told us they would not hesitate to take 

enforcement action against those who fail to manage risks appropriately.  [MUSIC]  

Spreading sewage helps restore nutrients to agricultural land.  It’s also a good way of 

recycling waste that would otherwise have to go into landfill or be burned.  But are our 

efforts to put human waste to good use today storing up problems for the future?  The 

Materials to Land Report says we need a lot more research in order to answer that question. 

And Professor Alistair Boxall of York University agrees.  
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BOXALL:   I would like to see a more systematic analysis of the 

risks of chemicals in sewage sludge to ecosystem and human health, and if we can do that, 

we can then begin to identify the substances likely to cause most harm to the environment or 

human health.  We could then begin to sort of move upstream and think about how we could 

remove them from the waste stream, and that then would allow us to use, I think, the sewage 

sludge in a much more sustainable way.  We can exploit the positives of the sewage sludge in 

terms of the nutrients, but make sure that it’s safe. 


